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CC dx dỹ γ=--= log Λ-log |ί-τ | + 0(/Γ a ). 
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The inverse transformation <£~ι exists on a dense subspace of 3. Indeed, let 3 consist of those f dz for which / is continuously differentiable and
ϊL-°ί[tL +i iΔ dΊ 2\dz
+ l dyj vanishes outside of a compact set. Now 3 is dense in 3, and for / dz C 3 we can define a mass-distribution with density -2i df/dT. Its Hubert transform is
Integration by parts after removal of a small circle centered at z shows that this integral has the value f(z). It follows that φ can be extended to an isometric transformation of S onto
3.
If C is a fixed compact set the differentials f dz such that / is analytic outside of C form a closed subspace 3 0 of 3. Its image under φ is the closure £ 0 of the set of mass-distributions over C.
4. Anti-linear mappings. In 8 an involutory anti-linear mapping / is defined by complex conjugation:
A corresponding anti-linear mapping in 3 is defined by
/'= Φ J Φ~1
For convenience we shall frequently write
where gdz is thus the transform of fdz under/'. Clearly, \\fdz\\ = ||g«*z||.
We shall also consider
and its conjugate differential
If dμ is real, then / = g, and dV = -2 A /rfz, dV* = 2 R f dz .
5. Transformations in S o and 3 0 . Given a compact set C we now restrict our attention to the subspaces C o and S o introduced at the end of §2. We assume further that C has zero area, and that the complement of C can be divided in two open sets B( and S e , the interior and exterior of C* In these circumstances (2) is more than a formal differential; in δj + B e it is the differential of the logarithmic potential
can be expressed by
Let us now introduce the linear operator Λ; which transforms f dz into / t dz, where fi -f for z Cδ/ and // = 0 for z C δ e , and a similarly defined operator Λ e . Then Λj and Λ e are evidently projections on orthogonal subspaces, and
where / is the identity transformation.
Corresponding to Λ/ and Λ e we define the operators The fundamental role in the Neumann-Poincare theory is played by the transformation
It operates in S o ; the corresponding transformation in 3 0 is
We note first that JTJ -T; this means that T is a real operator. Secondly, ]LιJ and JL e J are also projections. For this reason T is self-adjoint with a norm < 1. We find explicitly
.
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This can also be written in the form
we obtain
and this inequality implies
As a matter of fact, the norm of T is given by
6. The Neumann problem. In the classical Neumann-Poincare theory, C is a smooth curve and dμ a very regular mass-distribution on C. Under these condi- To solve Neumann's problem for the interior means to solve an equation of the form
where dγ is subject to the condition Because of (4) the equation (5) can also be written in the form
and the corresponding problem for the exterior would lead to the equation
In the general case there is no way of defining dV* and dV* directly. However, fiiζ) dζ may be interpreted as the saltus of fidz where, as before, /j = / in the interior and fi = 0 in the exterior. For this reason, we can represent fiiζ) dζby φ~ιifidz) 9 and a similar representation is obtained for f e iζ) dζ.
With these interpretations, we find that (1/2) idV* + dV* ) is represented by Tdμ, and the equations (6), (7) obtain the form
In this sense the Neumann problem has a meaning under extremely general circumstances.
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Equation (8) is solved by Neumann's series
provided that the series converges. Here, convergence is interpreted in terms of the energy-norm, and the necessary and sufficient condition for convergence is that the norm of T is < 1. More precisely, if || Γc?μ|| < k ||c?μ|| the series has a geometric majorant with the ratio k.
It is thus of practical and theoretical importance to find upper bounds for the norm of T.
7. Quasi-conformality. We shall pursue the study of the convergence only for the case that C is a Jordan curve, B( and B e being then simply connected on the sphere 2 . It may be expected that the norm of T depends on the regularity and near-circularity of C, However, instead of introducing explicit regularity conditions, we shall make use of an implicit condition which seems to influence the norm much more directly.
Our only assumption will be that there exists a quasi-conformal mapping ζ(z) ; in the present case the mapping is sense-reversing, and hence \p\ < |g|. The condition of quasi-conformality consists in requiring that IPI <*M for some k < 1. The mapping is then said to have a maximal eccentricity < k or a maximal dilatation <(1 + A)(1 -A).
It can be shown that the existence of a quasi-conformal mapping is compatible with corners but excludes cusps.
If Bi is a multiply connected region, the harmonic measures of the contours correspond to solutions of dμ -Tdμ. In this case the norm is thus exactly one. However, a significant problem arises if we consider only the sub-space for which the total mass vanishes separately on each contour. An even more natural approach is to embed B( in a surface of higher genus so that B e becomes connected [4]. 
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Since the inverse mapping of ζ{z) is also quasi-conformal with the same maximal dilatation, we obtain similarly These inequalities imply
and it follows by (3) that the norm of T is < Ic In this proof the use of Dirichlet's principle needs justification. In other We have thus to show that V{ z) is continuous for a dense set of distributions in 8 0 . Suppose that w = φ(z) defines a conformal mapping of B e onto \w\ > 1. 9. An application. As an application, we consider the case of a star-shaped region B( whose boundary has the equation r = r(φ) in polar coordinates. A
